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20 Baht

Size : 72 x 138 mm.

It is highly advised to check your banknotes whenever
exchanging them with someone to ensure they are
genuine. It is particularly important to be careful if you
cannot see the notes clearly.
When checking your banknote, do not rely on just one feature,
But check a few of the security features illustrated in this guide.
Feel the note in your hands and look at it closely.

What should I do if I think I have a counterfeit note?
Counterfeit notes are worthless. It is criminal offence to hold
onto or pass on counterfeit notes. If you suspect you have
received a counterfeit ntes, please contact the nearest police
station.
For further information
Phone : + 66 2356 8107 Fax : + 66 2356 8118
E-mail : Banknoteinfo@bot.or.th
www.bot.or.th
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What features should I check?
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When should I check banknotes?

20 Baht

50 Baht

Size : 72 X 144 mm.

FEEL

50 Baht

Three easy-to-follow methods
to distinguish genuine national banknotes
from counterfeit ones

1. Banknote Paper and Intaglio / Raised Print

1. Banknote Paper and Intaglio / Raised Print

• The banknote paper is made from cotton fiber which makes
it tougher and more durable.
• HM the King’s portrait, letters, denomination numerals,
elaborate design, and Garuda image are easily felt by touch.

FEEL

2. Watermark

HM the King’s portrait watermark and the translucent
watermark “๕๐” can be clearly observed by viewing the note
against the light.

FEEL

2. Watermark
LOOK

HM the King’s portrait watermark and the translucent watermark
“๒๐” can be clearly observed by viewing the note against the light.

LOOK

3. See-through Register

3. See-through Register

The numerals “20”, printed on both sides, are completely
formed when the note is held up to the light.

The numerals “50”, printed on both sides, are completely
formed when the note is held up to the light.

4. Latent Number

The latent image of hidden numeral “50” inside the Thai
ornament can be seen when view from the correct angle.
5. Windowed Color-shift Security Thread
The colored thread comes to the surface of the back of the banknote
at regular intervals. The color shifts from dark blue to red when the
angle of view is changed. The thread can be seen as a continuous
line when held up to the light and the text “50 บาท BAHT” can be read.

• The banknote paper is made from cotton fiber which makes
it tougher and more durable.
• HM the King’s portrait, letters, denomination numerals,
elaborate design, and Garuda image are easily felt by touch.

4. Latent Number
TILT

The latent image of hidden numeral “20” inside the Thai
ornament can be seen when view from the correct angle.

5. Windowed Color-shift Security Thread

The colored thread comes to the surface of the back of the banknote
at regular intervals. The color shifts from green to magenta when
the angle of view is changed. The thread can be seen as a continuous
line when held up to the light and the text “20 บาท BAHT” can be read.
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500 Baht

Size : 72 x 156 mm.
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2. Watermark

• The banknote paper is made from cotton fiber which makes
it tougher and more durable.
• HM the King’s portrait, letters, denomination numerals,
elaborate design, and Garuda image are easily felt by touch.
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1. Banknote Paper and Intaglio / Raised Print
FEEL

2. Watermark
LOOK
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1. Banknote Paper and Intaglio / Raised Print
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HM the King’s portrait watermark and the translucent
watermark “๑๐๐๐” can be clearly observed by viewing the
note against the light.

Size : 72 x 150 mm.
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• The banknote paper is made from cotton fiber which makes
it tougher and more durable.
• HM the King’s portrait, letters, denomination numerals, elaborate
design, and Garuda image are easily felt by touch.

100 Baht
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HM the King’s portrait watermark and the translucent
watermark “๕๐๐” can be clearly observed by viewing the note
against the light.

• The banknote paper is made from cotton fiber which makes
it tougher and more durable.
• HM the King’s portrait, letters, denomination numerals,
elaborate design, and Garuda image are easily felt by touch.

2. Watermark
LOOK

HM the King’s portrait watermark and the translucent
watermark “๑๐๐” can be clearly observed by viewing the note
against the light.

3. See-through Register

3. See-through Register

3. See-through Register

4. Latent Number / Color-shifting Ink with Latent Image
Latent image of hidden numerals “1000”, inside the Thai ornament,
becomes visible and color shifting from gold to green when the note is TILT
view from the lower left corner toward the middle part of the note.
5. Hologram Foil Stripe
Reflective holographic foil on the right hand side of the note contains the Royal Emblem
with Arabic numeral “1000” in center, switching to Thai numeral “๑๐๐๐” when
tilting the note.
6. Windowed Color-shifting Security Thread with Moving-Box Animation
The special security thread on the back side of the banknote changes from
magenta to green and illustrates moving-boxes effect.

4. Latent Number / Color-shifting Ink with Latent Image
Latent image of hidden numerals “500”, inside the Thai ornament,
becomes visible and color shifting from gold to green when the note is TILT
view from the lower left corner toward the middle part of the note.
5. Hologram Foil Stripe
Reflective holographic foil on the right hand side of the note contains the Royal
Emblem with Arabic numeral “500” in center, switching to Thai numeral “๕๐๐”
when tilting the note.
6. Windowed Color-shifting Security Thread with Moving-Box Animation
The special security thread on the back side of the banknote changes from gold
to green and illustrates moving-boxes effect.

4. Latent Image
The latent image of hidden numeral “100” Inside the Thai ornament
can be seen when viewed from the correct angle.
5. Hologram Foil Stripe
Reflective holographic foil on the right hand side of the note contains
the Royal Emblem with Arabic numeral “100” in center, switching
to Thai numeral “๑๐๐” when tilting the note.
6. Windowed Color-shift Security Thread
The colored thread comes to the surface of the back of the banknote
at regular intervals. The color shifts from magenta to green when the
angle of view is changed. The thread can be seen as a continuous line
when held up to the light and the text “100 บาท 100 BAHT” can be read.

The numerals “1000”, printed on both sides, are completely
formed when the note is held up to the light.

FEEL

The numerals “500”, printed on both sides, are completely
formed when the note is held up to the light.

LOOK

The numerals “100”, printed on both sides, are completely
formed when the note is held up to the light.

TILT

100 Baht

Size : 72 X 162 mm.
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